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Abstract 
Let M C E2 be an open, connected and bounded polygonal region with polygonal holes of 
dimension d C {0, 1,2}. For a given set of boundary points xl ..... x, of M we derive the minimal 
number of convex pieces into which M can be divided such that for each xi, i = 1 ..... n, the 
boundary of the final convex partition contains egments of suitably prescribed irections having 
xi as a common starting point. The proofs are based on graph theoretic arguments and elementary 
topology. (~) 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
O. Introduction 
Partitions of polygonal domains into (a minimal number of) convex pieces are 
studied in discrete and computational geometry (cf. [3,4,8,10,12,13]) and, in particu- 
lar, in VLSI-design (see [7,9,14,15,17,18]), where two aims should be underlined: to 
get formulas expressing the minimal numbers of  such pieces, and to find algorithms by 
which these partitions can be organized. Such optimal cutting procedures have various 
applications, such as pallet loading and cutting stock problems (see the bibliography 
[5] and also [19]). 
This paper refers to a new problem of partitioning a polygonal region (situated in the 
Euclidean plane E2), which is a natural modification of  the approaches from [14,17]. 
We will state a formula for the minimum number of  partition components. 
1. The problem and the main result 
Let M C E 2 be an open, connected and bounded polygon having g holes (see Fig. 1, 
left-hand side), where these (polygonal) holes can be of  dimension 2, 1, 0. For the sake 
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of shortness, we will say that M is a polygonal region. By M and bd M=:bdM 
we denote the closure and the boundary of M, and int M denotes the interior of M. 
Furthermore, the point x E bdM is said to be a point of local nonconvexity of M if for 
any sufficiently small e>0 the circle C(x, e) with center x and of radius ~ intersects 
M in a nonconvex set, cf. Fig. 1. For any xEbdM the minimal number #(x) of 
rays with starting point x, which dissect C(x ,e )AM into convex pieces, will be called 
the measure of local nonconvexity of x (see, e.g., also [13]). For example, in Fig. 1 
(right-hand side) we have p(xl )= 1, / t / (X2)= 1, #(x3)= 2, and/./(X4) = 1. In the papers 
[14,17] a formula for the minimal number of convex parts, into which M can be 
dissected, is given. This formula is presented in terms of m (:= sum of all measures 
of local nonconvexity of respective points) and 9 (:=number of holes) is given. For 
our purpose, the notion of measure of local nonconvexity will be extended. 
Let X := {Xl . . . . .  x,} cbdM be the fixed system of points covering the set of all 
local nonconvexity points of the polygonal region M. The natural number pg, associated 
with each point xi E X, will be called the conditional measure of nonconvexity of 
xi, i= 1 .. . . .  n. Besides that, to each point xg EX a number p~ of oriented directions 
will be associated, presented by the half-lines i i L 1 . . . . .  L~, with starting point xi such 
that for sufficiently small E~ > 0 the intersection C(xi, ~)M (M\{L~ . . . . .  L~, }) consists of 
convex parts. This is motivated by the following practical problem: given a rectangle 
with horizontal and vertical marks (Fig. 2), one has to divide this figure into a minimum 
number of smaller ectangles uch that the marks will belong to the boundary of that 
partition (Fig. 2, right-hand side). 
We are interested in a more general problem: Given a polygonal region M, a sys- 
tem of points X = {xl . . . . .  xn} C bdM, a set of  conditional measures of nonconvexity 
Pl . . . . .  #n, and a set of oriented directions {L~ .... L i , ~,}, i---1 . . . . .  n, we want to find 
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the minimal number of  convex parts into which the domain M can be partitioned in 
such a way that for each point xi EX  the boundary of the final partition contains 
segments of  all the directions Lil . . . . .  LI, ~ which have xi as a common startin9 point, 
i= 1 . . . . .  n. Let us denote this minimal number by p(M). 
To prepare our Main Theorem, we need some auxiliary statements. Let e>0 be 
sufficiently small such that the following two conditions are satisfied. 
(a) For any Xi, X j ~ X, i ¢ j ,  the intersection C(xi, ~ ) N C(X j, e) is empty. 
(b) The set C(x~, ~)N M contains only those boundary points z of M (z E bdM; z ¢ xi) 
which are situated on sides of  the polygonal region which are adjacent o xi (i.e., 
which have xi as a common endpoint), where i = 1 . . . . .  n. 
Let 3 t~ -- {I I . . . . .  I/,~} be the system of segments correspondingly obtained as inter- 
section of  C(xi, e) and all L~, i.e., Ij = C(x, ei)N L~, J = 1 . . . . .  #i, with starting point xi, 
but 3 i = I( U . - .  U I~,~, i = 1 . . . . .  n. The system j i  = {i I . . . . .  I/, i}, i = 1 . . . . .  n, can also 
be presented as follows: 
J i=  {[xi, y I] . . . . .  [xi, y~,,]}, y~=bdC(x~,e)NLi., j=  1 . . . . .  #i. 
For further use it is convenient to introduce also the following notation: 
Yi={yi l  . . . . .  YI,, }' i=1  . . . . .  , ;  Y=YIU . . .UY 'L  
We now consider the polygonal region M'  = M\{3  1 . . . . .  3"  }. This domain is open, and 
according to the choice of  e it is connected and has g holes. Furthermore, M'  has only 
the set {y~ . . . . .  YI,~ }, i = 1 . . . . .  n, as set of  points having local nonconvexity. Obviously, 
by this property we have #(yj.) = 1, j=  1 . . . . .  #i; i=  1 . . . . .  n. Let m denote the sum of 
all nonconvexity point measures of  M',  i.e., m = #1 +" • "+#,, and let Z /= {z I . . . . .  zl, ' } be 
the set of  midpoints of the segments [xi, y'i] . . . . .  [xi, yi,,], i=1  . . . . .  n, and 
Z=Z l u . . .  uZ ' .  
Let G= (V,E) be a connected, finite graph embedded into the plane IF 2 (or into the 
Euclidean sphere S 2), where V denotes the set of  vertices and E the set of  edges, which 
represent simple open arcs being the topological images of intervals. Further on, let 
G= VUE,  and V 'c  V be a subset of the vertex set of G. The couple Gt=(V\V ' ,E )  
will be called a pseudograph. The pendent edges of the graph G will be called the 
free edges of the pseudograph G'. If H = (V,E) is a tree, then H '= (V \V ' ,E )  is said 
to be a pseudotree. 
Let now H =(1,I, U) be a tree embedded in M'  such that the following conditions 
hold: 
(I) The set of its pendent vertices V' c V is a subset of  Z, that is V' C Z. 
(II) The set U consists of  segments. 
(III) I f  U' C U stands for the set of pendent edges, then for any u ~ C U ~ with pendent 
vertex ZI C Z i we have [YJ"Z}] = u'. 
(IV) At any v E V \W the tree H locally divides M'  into convex parts, i.e., for each 
sufficiently small e>O with C(v ,e )cM ~ the set C(v,e) consists only of  convex 
connection components. 
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A tree H=(V,  U) satisfying conditions ( I ) - ( IV)  will be called a dividing tree of 
the polygonal region M'. The system oct ¢= {Hi . . . . .  Hi} of dividing trees of M'  is 
said to be concordant if for any I-Ii,Hj C Je with i ¢ j  the relation H /AH; - -~ holds, 
i , j= l  ..... I. 
We denote by ~ '={H(  . . . . .  Hf} the system of pseudotrees obtained from ~= 
{Hi . . . . .  HI} by removing the pendent vertices from all its elements. Such subtrees we 
will need later. 
Of course, we will keep the notions introduced for oug (such as dividing subtree, 
concordant system, maximal system by the number of elements) also for Jutes. 
Let Jt '~* be a certain concordant system of dividing trees for M t which is maximal 
with respect o the number of elements. Since M ~ depends on the value of e, the 
cardinality of the system ~*  is a function of ~ (see Fig. 3, where ~*  = ~ in the first 
case, and Jeg* consists of a unique element in the second case). Thus, we denote the 
cardinality of ~*  by h(~). 
For a given ~, let p(M ~) denote the minimal number of convex parts into which the 
polygonal region M ~ can be dissected. It is our aim to prove the following 
Main Theorem. For a polygonal region M there exists an ~o > 0 such that the number 
p(M) satisfies the equality 
p (M)=m + 1 - g -  h(eo). (1) 
2. Proof of the main theorem 
In order to prove that theorem, we have to verify some lemmas. 
Let G=(V,E)  be a finite graph embedded in ~z2 and consisting of one connected 
component, and let Gt= (V \W,E)  be the corresponding pseudograph with respect o 
W, where v(G) denotes the cyclomatic number of G. (This number is defined as 
follows: For a connected graph G, v(G) equals just card V - card E + 1, see p. 27 in 
[1], and in the case when G = (V,E) is geometrically realized in the plane, v(G) equals 
the number of simple cycles which represent boundaries of bounded, connected regions 
obtained by the partition of the plane with the help of G, cf. Theorem 2, p. 29, and 
Theorem 1, p. 207, in [1].) By ;((G') = cd o - ~1 we denote the Euler characteristic of 
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the pseudograph G' (with ~o, 7~1 as number of vertices and edges of G', respectively), 
and s is written for the number of free edges of G ~. Then we have 
Lemma 1. The Euler characteristic z( G') o f  the pseudograph G' satisfies the equality 
z(G')  = 1 - v(G) - s. (2) 
The proof of this lemma follows immediately from the construction of G ~ and the 
definition of v(G). 
Let us add to the plane n :2 a unique point at infinity, yielding a union set which is 
homeomorphic to the two-dimensional sphere S 2 (this can be verified by stereographic 
projection). Now, given an arbitrary connected graph with ~0 vertices and ~l edges, 
embedded into S 2 and partitioning that sphere into ~2 domains, the Euler characteristic 
x(S2)=@0- (~1 ÷ @2 equals 2 and does not depend on the graph G. 
Under these new conditions, when rF 2 is transformed into S 2 by adding one point, 
M C S 2 has g + 1 holes: the primary g holes and the 'exterior one', containing the 
point at infinity. These holes represent connected and closed sets on S 2. We denote 
them by Do, D1 . . . . .  Dy. The boundaries of these holes can be complicated enough 
(cf. Fig. 1, left-hand side) each being a graph. Let F/ denote the graph associated 
with the hole Di, i = O, 1 . . . . .  g. Then /] divides Di, i = O, 1 . . . . .  g, into open domains 
homeomorphic to a circle, in each case. Let ~,  ~,  ~,  i = 0, 1 .... , g, denote the numbers 
of vertices and edges of Ft as well as of domains into which Di is divided by Fi, 
respectively. Considering the Euler characteristic g(Di)= ~-  ~i + ~,  we get the 
following proposition. 
Lemma 2. For each hole Di the relation z (D i )= 1 holds, and this equality does not 
depend on the complexity of  the graph ~, i = 0, 1 . . . . .  g. 
Proof. According to [1], the cyclomatic number v(F/)= ~ - ~ + 1 of the planar 
graph /]i coincides with the number ~ of domains into which D i is divided by 
~, i=0,1 , . . . ,g .  Therefore x (D , )=7~-  ~ + c~=c~-  ~i 1 + ~i l - ~ + 1=1 for 
i = 0, 1 . . . . .  g, and the lemma is proved. [] 
Now let e>0 satisfy the conditions (a) and (b). Therefore the polygonal region 
M C S 2 is open, connected and has g + 1 holes and m points of local nonconvexity. 
Compared with the holes of the polygonal region M, the shapes of the holes of M / 
are obtained by slight changes. The following statement can be established. 
Lemma 3. For the polygonal region M and the real number ~ > 0 the equality 
p (M' )=m + 1 - g -  h(e) (3) 
holds. 
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Proof. We suppose that ~,  = {H1 .. . . .  Hh(,~)} is a concordant system of dividing trees 
being maximal with respect o the number of elements. We assume that for every ele- 
ment of H,,  consisting of a single segment, a vertex will be added in the middle of this 
segment such that it will consist of two pendent edges. Let ~,  =Hi  UH2 U. . .  UHh(,:), 
and consider the intersection Y, = ~,  71 Y. Note that Y, C Y. For example, in Fig. 3 
(left-hand side) we have Y, = ~, but card Y = 3, since 3~, =Hi .  The intersection Y, = 
~,  fl Y consists only of those points of local nonconvexity of the polygon M' which 
are covered by the system ~, ;  the polygon M' may have other points of local noncon- 
vexity. According to the definition of dividing trees (condition (III)) the set Y, is a sub- 
set of the vertex set of the graph ~, .  This signifies that if//,. = (II,., Ui) E ~W,, i = 1 . . . . .  
h(e), then Y, C (Vl U. . .  U Vh(~)). By condition (IV) of the definition of dividing trees, 
the graph 3~, destroys the local nonconvexity in every point y E Y,. Let card Y, = ml 
and card(Y\ Y, )=  m2, where m l+ m2 = m. Let us mark the pendent edges of the graph 
~,  according to their distribution on the elements HI . . . . .  Hh(,:), and let [z~,y]] . . . . .  
[Z~m,,y~,] be the pendent edges of the tree Hi, i=  1 . . . . .  h(e), and mil be their car- 
dinality, such that m~ + m 2 +. . .  + mht ('~) =m~. We need the following notation for 
pendent edges and vertices of the graph 3¢~,: [Zl, yl] . . . . .  [z,,~, Ym~], Z1 = {Zl . . . . .  Zmt }. 
Let Z2 =Z\Z1, YI = {Yl . . . . .  ym, }, where yj is the second endpoint of the segment 
, Z ! [zj, yj], j= l , . . . ,m l  and Y2=Y\Y~. Moreover, let Z2=(z~ .. . . .  m2} and Y2 = 
{Yl . . . . .  Jm2 }, where this bijection is defined by the fact that the points Z~' Y~ belong 
to the same segment of the system j71 U. • • U 3".  
Let us consider the polygon M 2 =M' \~, ,  which may consist of a certain number 
of connection components. As in the paper [17], we will denote by p(M 2) the min- 
imal number of convex domains that M 2 can be partitioned into. Whence we have 
p(M')<~p(M2). For the sake of generality, we will suppose that m2 50,  i.e., we will 
assume that the polygonal region M 2 has m2 = card Y2 points of local nonconvexity. 
We notice that each connection component of the polygonal region M 2 has no system 
of dividing trees, otherwise the system ~,  will not be a maximal system (by the 
number of elements). 
Using induction on k, we destroy the local nonconvexity of each point y~ C Y2, 
k = 1 .... ,m2, at the same time constructing trees G1 . . . . .  Gin.. 
1. We trace the linear extension of the segment [z'~, y~] up to its intersection with 
the boundary of the polygonal region M 2. Now let Y~l' be the point of intersection 
with bd M 2, and let G1 =[Z'l,y'l']. By this procedure and tt(y~')= 1, the local 
nonconvexity of yt I is destroyed. We add a vertex in the middle of the graph Gl 
such that it has the unique pendent edge that does not destroy the local nonconvexity 
at Y'l'. Considering the polygonal region M 3 =M2\{[z~,Jl ']}, we get m2 - l=m3 
for the nonconvexity measure of M 3, and also p(M 2) ~< p(M 3). 
2. We assume that the polygonal region M k =Mk-l\{[z~_2,Y~2]}, having the local 
nonconvexity measure mk = mk- l - 1, has been constructed, and p(M k l ) <~ p(M k ). 
Besides this, we suppose that the trees G~ .. . . .  Gk-2 have been constructed, each of 
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them having the unique pendent edge which does not destroy the local noncon- 
vexity. 
3. Let us examine the polygonal region M k+~ =Mk\{[z~_~,y~1_~]}, where yl,k_~ is the 
intersection of the linear extension of the segment [zk_ ~/ ,  Yk-~' ] with bdM k. If  the 
segment [z~_ " l, Yk-1] does not intersect some graph Gi, i = 1 . . . . .  k -  2, at the point 
I I  I II Yk-l, then Gk-1 = [z k_ I, Yk-i ] with a supplementary vertex in the middle. And if 
71 I t  . Yk- " 1 belongs to some Gi, i= l  . . . . .  k -2 ,  then Gk i =GiU[ -k_ l ,yk  I], thus this 
new graph will also have a single pendent edge which does not destroy the local 
nonconvexity. This is the edge which exists by the induction hypothesis. Hence 
the nonconvexity measure of the polygonal region M k+t equals mk÷l = mk -- 1, and 
p(M k) <~ p(M k +l ). 
As a result we obtain the polygonal region M m2 and the set of trees Gi . . . . .  G,,2, 
partially ordered with respect to the inclusion order (see step 3, GiCGk_ l ) .  Let 
TI . . . . .  T,, r ~< m2, be all the elements of {GI . . . . .  Gin2 } which are maximal by inclusion. 
Then, according to the construction steps 1-3, we have Ti N ~. =0,  i # j ,  j - -1  . . . . .  k. 
We suppose that Tj destroys the local nonconvexity in m~ points of the polygonal 
region M 2, j = 1 . . . . .  r• Thus m~ + m 2 + .. .  ÷ m~ = m2. Besides this, we remember 
that Tj has m~ + 1 free edges. Further on, for the polygonal regions M 1 . . . . .  M m~- we 
have p(M I ) <~ p(M 2) <~ .. • <<. p (M m2 ); moreover, the local nonconvexity measure of 
M m2 equals zero. According to [14], each of these components in convex• Therefore 
p(M I) <~ q. Now we will evaluate the number q. To do this, we consider the polygonal 
region M/I = M'  U { [Y l, zx ] . . . .  , [Ym, Zm ]} and examine the graph G,  = ~.  O { T, . . . . .  T,. }. 
Obviously, M '  C M//, and the number of convex domains, into which M"  is partitioned 
by G. ,  equals q. This follows directly from the construction of the segment system 
j l  . . . . .  jm and from its relation to the semi-intervals [yl,z~) . . . . .  [ym,Zm), according 
to the choice of e. Moreover, the polygonal region M/' is connected and has the 
same number of holes on S 2 as M',  and if D~o,DI l . . . . .  D:/ are the holes of M",  then 
D: C D~, i - -0 ,  1 . . . . .  g. Let us denote the boundaries of the domains D~, D' I. . . . .  DI/ by 
F~, F( . . . . .  F~, respectively, and the open, convex parts, into which M"  is partitioned, 
by Fl . . . . .  Fq. The graph G = G.  U {F~ U F (U . . -  UE~ } is that connected graph which 
divides S 2 into domains each of which is homeomorphic to a circle. Let us calculate 
the number z(S 2) with respect o G. 
Preliminarily, we will represent the sphere S 2 as the union of two mutually disjoint 
connection components. 
Let H~ . . . . .  H~u:), T[ . . . . .  T,/. be the pseudotrees obtained by throwing out pendent ver- 
tices from Hi . . . . .  HhU:), T1 . . . .  , Tr, respectively• These pseudotrees are mutually disjoint• 
I / / .  Moreover, the sets Do, D I . . . .  Dg, H~ ... .  ' - . . . ,  " • ,H~(,:), T~, T,., F1 . . . . .  Fq are mutually dis- 
joint, too. On the other hand, 
! 
s 2 = (o~ u DI u . . .  u D~,) u (~;  u . . .  u H~,~,; p 
u (T (u  . . .  u L ' )u (F~ u - . .  uG) .  
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Using the fact that ~(A tA B)= ~(A)+ x(B) for any mutually disjoint components A and 
B of S 2 (c f .  [6,  p. 938] ) ,  we obtain 
z(S 2) = (z(D~) + z(Dtl) +- . .  + z(D'g)) + (z(H() +""  + z(H~(~.))) 
+(z(T;) + . . .  + z(T~r)) + (z(F1) + ' "  + Z(Fq)). 
By Lemmas 2 and 1 we have 
z(S x) - - (g+ 1) + ((1 - ml) + (1 - m~) +. . .  +(1 - mht (*))) 
+((1 - (m 1 + 1)) + (1 - (m 2 + 1)) + . . .  +(1 - (m~ + 1) ) )+q 
=(9  + 1) + h(e) -  (m I + . . .  + m h(~))- (m~ +. . .  + m~) + q 
=(9+ 1)+h(e) -  (ml +mz)+q=2.  
Whence 
q=m+l  - 9 -  h(e), (4) 
and therefore we get 
p(M')<~q=m + 1 - g - h(~). (5) 
Now we will prove the converse inequaltiy, i.e., the following relation: 
p(M')>>.m + 1 - g -  h(e). (6) 
We suppose that the polygonal region M 'C  S 2 is partitioned into a minimal (and fi- 
nite) number p(M')  of convex parts. The existence of this type of partitions relies on 
the results from [16]. Let us denote the open partition domains by F1 .. . . .  Fp, where 
p=p(M' ) ,  and their union by M p, i.e., MP=FI  tO...UFp, where F//AFj = 0, i# j .  
Since the polygonal region M' is connected, the set G = MP\M p is a connected graph. 
Therefore we can calculate z(S 2) with respect o G. For this purpose, we consider the 
polygon M" constructed above. We are interested in the pseudograph G t= G N M' .  
This pseudograph contains the intervals (Yl,Zl) . . . . .  (y,,,Zm), destroying the local non- 
convexity at the points zl, . . .  ,Zm with respect o M ' .  We notice that G' divides the 
polygonal region M" into the same set of convex parts. The pseudograph G' can have 
pseudosubgraphs which are dividing pseudotrees with respect to M ' .  If there exist such 
pseudotrees, then to those being simple segments we can add a vertex in the middle 
of them, such that all of them will have two free edges. 
Now let ~={H(  .. . . .  H[,(~)} be a concordant system of dividing pseudotrees 
with respect o M" which is maximal (regarding the number of elements) and whose 
elements belong to G t. We have h'(e)<~h(e), since otherwise the system i f .=  
{HI . . . . .  Hh(~)} would not be maximal in the previous examinations. We denote the 
• _ h'(~) number of free edges of H /by  m~, i-- 1 . . . . .  h'(e), and let rnl -- m I + . . .  + m 1 . Fur- 
ther on, we consider the pseudograph G~ = G'\o@~, and G~l . . . . .  G; be the connection 
components of G~. If some of these components are simple intervals we add a vertex 
in the middle of them such that all of them will have two free edges. We denote the 
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closure of the pseudograph Gj by G'j and let vj be its cyclomatic number, j = 1 . . . . .  t. 
Geometrically vj expresses the number of some cycles, each of them being the bound- 
ary of some domain Fi, i---- 1 . . . . .  p, (see [1], p. 207). It is affirmed that every graph 
GJ, j = 1 . . . . .  t, contains 
(A) either a free edge which does not destroy the local nonconvexity at some point 
of M" 
(B) or a cycle as described above. 
In fact, if both the conditions (A) and (B) are not satisfied, then GJ would be a 
dividing tree of M ' ,  and the corresponding pseudograph G~ could be added to the 
system ovf,~, a contradiction to the maximal number of elements, j = 1 . . . . .  t. Now let 
m~ be the number of free edges which belong to the pseudograph Gj~ and destroy the 
local nonconvexity at m) points of M", whereas j be the number of its remaining 
free edges. Also, let m I + ... + m~ = m2. Since the pseudograph G t destroys the local 
nonconvexity at all the points of the set Z, we have ml + m2 =m. We introduce 
the notations =sl  +. . .  + st and v=v l  + . . .y r .  From (A) and (B) it follows that 
b + Si >~ 1, j = 1 . . . . .  t. Reasoning as in the proof of formula (4), we obtain 
s ~ = (z)~ up' ,  u . . .  u D.~) u (~(u .  uH~,:~). .  ' 
u (c l  u . . .  u C ; )u (F ,  u . . .  u&) .  
Hence, according to 
z(S 2) =- (z(D'o) + z(D',) +""  + z(D~)) + (y.(H() + . . .  + z(H~,0:)) ) 
+(z(G'I) +""  + z(G;)) + (z(FI) + ' "  + Z(Fp)) 
and Lemmas 2 and 1, we have 
Z($2) =(g  + l) + ((1 - roll) + . . .  + (1 -- mhl'(~))) 
+((1  - vt - m~ -s l )+  (1 - v2 - m~ - -  s2 )  ÷ . - '  
• .. +(1 - v, -mr2 - s t ) )+ p(M' )  
+ (h'(e) + ml ) + (t - v - m2 - s) + p(M' )  
+ i f (e)  - m + (t - v -  s) + p(M' )=2.  
=g+l  
=g+l  
Therefore we get 
p(M ~) = m + 1 + (v  + s - t )  - g - h ' (~) .  (7 )  
Since vj+sj >/1 for j = 1 . . . . .  t, the number v+s- t  is nonnegative, and as a consequence 
(vl + S l )+. . .  + (vt + st)>~t. If also the inequality ht(e)<~h(e) is taken into account, 
the corresponding substitution i  (7) yields 
p(M')>~m + 1 - g -  h (e )=q,  
i.e., inequality (6) is proved. Comparing (5) and (6) we obtain (3), and this concludes 
the proof of Lemma 3. [] 






As an illustration of Lemma 3, consider Fig. 4. In the left-hand case we have 
p(M)=m+l -g -h(e)=3+l -O-O=4,  since m=3,  g=0,  andh(e)=0.  In the 
right-hand case, p(M)  = 3 + 1 - 0 - 1 = 3, since m = 3, g = 0, and h(e) = 1. 
Corollary 1. For the polygonal region M', the number h(e) equals h'(e). 
Proof. By (3) and (7) we have (v + s -  t ) -  h ' (e )=-h(E) ,  i.e., h ' (e )+ 
( t -  (v + s ) )=h(~) .  By t -  (v + s)~<0 we get h~(e)>~h(e), and together with the 
converse inequality h'(e)<<.h(e) we obtain h ' (e)=h(e) .  [] 
Corollary 2. I f  for the polygonal region M'  the number h(e) equals zero, then 
p(Mt )=m + 1 -g ,  and the algorithm of partition does not depend on the order oJ 
destroying the local nonconvexity. 
To verify this statement, it suffices to analyse the proof of formula (4). 
Furthermore, Lemmas 1 and 3 allow us to prove 
Corollary 3. For any optimal partition of  the polygonal region M ~ the pseudograph 
Gj, j = 1 . . . . .  t, considered in the proof of(6) ,  satisfies one of  the following conditions: 
(a) either x(G/) = 1 - vj - m~ - sj, where vj = 1 and sj = O, 
(b) or x(G~) = 1 - v / -  m~ - sj, where v~ = 0 and s! = 1. 
In Fig. 5 it is shown that in case (a) this unique cycle can behave like a fan. 
Partitions containing such fans will be called nonconstructive. This nonconstructivity 
can also occur in the case of optimal partitions of the polygonal region M with a given 
set of local nonconvexity points, see [14,17]. 
Further on, let M be the above given polygonal region with the set of local noncon- 
vexity points X = {xl . . . . .  x, } c bd M having the conditional measures of nonconvexity 
I./1 . . . . .  /-/n, respectively, and t31 >0, /32>0 be numbers satisfying the conditions (a) 
and (b) from Section 1. Consider two open polygonal regions MI ,M 2 constructed as 
M, but with respect to El >0 and e2>O, respectively. Let ~, J  ={H11 . . . . .  H~, )}  and 





= ,H~(~:)} be two maximal dividing tree systems of Ml and M2, respec- 
tively, and h(el ),h(e2) be their cardinalities. 
Lemma 4. I f  el >g2, then 
h(el ) ~< h(e2). (8) 
[Yl,Zl], [Ym' I , m'l], Proof. We consider the system of segments , , .... r , z' ~ which for ~:~ is 
constructed in the same way as [xl ,y~] . . . . .  [ym,,Zm,] for J¢~. in the case of  M'.  Just 
in the same way as it was done for M'  with respect to ~, we construct he seg- 
" " " " ' [Jm', ,xj,,, . . . .  [yl,xjL] . . . . .  ], respectively, where ments [Yl,ZJ ], [ym,,Zm~] belonging to 
[Yk,Xh ], = Xi~ . . . . .  Xim{ EX and the segment ' k 1 . . . . .  m~l, lies on one of the half-lines 
LII I"1 12 12 In  L" According to el >e2, this can be done. 
, • - • ,a tap l  ~ 1 ~ "  • • ~/ /2~"  " " ,~1~ " • " ,  fin" 
Now we build up each element H:,  i=  1,2 . . . . .  h(e| ), to some tree /4,:' by the fol- 
lowing rule. Every segment [yj,~q, j = 1 . . . . .  m~l, as a pendent edge of H: is prolonged 
to the point zj', locating on the segment [y:(,zj] the point ~ ' ,  j = 1 . . . . .  m~l. The tree 
[y l , z~] )  • U([ym~,Zm,] H"  H :U  ' " " " ' " " " = {([y~,z~ ] u u u [Ym',Zm' ])} 
[Yt ,zl ] . . . .  [Y~',, m{J as a collection of pendent edges and obviously has the segments ,, , . z"  ] 
t /  is a dividing tree of M2. Therefore ~ = {H(' . . . . .  H~u:,)} is a system of dividing trees 
with respect o/142, whence h(e l )~h(e2) .  The lemma is proved. [] 
Let e>0 satisfy the conditions (a) and (b) from section 1 above, and consider 
numbers el = e, e2,..., ek,.., satisfying el < 52 < • - • < ek < • " • such that k ~ oo implies 
ek ~ 0, e.g. the numbers el = e, ~2 = g/2 , . . . ,  gk = g /2k -1  . . . . .  the corresponding polyg- 
onal regions M1, M2 . . . . .  Mk ... .  and the numbers h(el ), h(ez) . . . . .  h(ek) . . . . .  According 
to Lemma 4 we have the increasing chain 
h(el ) ~< h(82) ~< .. .  ~< h(gk ) ~ . . .  (9) 
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Lenuna 5. There exists a minimal index k' such that the chain (9) stabilizes at k', 
i.e., 
h(~k, ) = h(~k,+l ) . . . . .  h(~k,+t) . . . .  (10) 
Proof. By Lemma 3 the number h(ek), k= 1,2 . . . . .  satisfies the equality p(Mk)= 
m + 1 - 9 - h(ek). So the number h(ek) is bounded from above by m + 1. More- 
over, if ~.k {n~ .. . .  k = ,H~,k) } is a concordant system of dividing trees regarding Mk, 
which is maximal with respect o the number of elements, then each element/-/,k E Yt°. k, 
i=  1 . . . . .  h(ek), contains at least two pendent vertices from the set Z k constructed as Z 
for a given e. The cardinality of Z k equals m. 
Therefore 
h (~k)~[2  ] =m' ,  k=l ,2  
On the other hand we observe the following: if we choose a segment [0, a] of length 
> 0 on the x-axis of an orthogonal coordinate system in E 2 (with e satisfying the 
conditions (a) and (b) from Section 1) then, by Lemma 3, for each point x6(0 ,a ]  
an integer h(x) is determined. More precisely, y = h(x) is an integral function defined 
on (0, a] (and, by the conditions ( I ) - ( IV) ,  not defined in 0), and Lemma 4 says that 
y = h(x) is a decreasing function, see also Fig. 6. 
By (14) and since its values are integers, y=h(x)  is a step function with finitely 
many jumps whose number is not larger than m'. We assume that {x 1 . . . . .  x s } represents 
the whole set of arguments of  h(x) at which jumps occur, and that this set is ordered by 
quantity (with x 1 being the smallest such argument). Then, for x running through the 
open interval (xi,x i+l ) (i = 0, 1 . . . . .  s; x ° = 0, x s+l =a) ,  the function h(x) ist constant. 
(We suppose that for each x i the function has the larger y-value, as it is shown in 
Fig. 6. This decision does not influence the proof of Lemma 5.) 
Now also the problem of suitably defining k' (el. (13)) has a simple solution. We 
bisect the segment [0,a] by the point cl such that x' either belongs to [0, c~ ) or to 
[cl, a]. For x' E [cl, a2] and x ~ # cl we get k' = 2, and for x' = cl we obtain k' = 3. 
If x 'E  [0,cl), then this segment is bisected by c2, and x' either belongs to [0,c2) or 
to [c2,cl]. Again, for x '~  [c2,el] and x '# c2 we get k '=  3, and for x '=  c2 we obtain 
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k' =4. And i fx '  E [0, C2), then [0,c2] is bisected by c3, and we continue in an analogous 
manner. By the Archimedean axiom we find a point c,. such that x' belongs to the 
segment [cr, cr_ 1 ]. Therefore h(x') = h(c~) = h(c~+l ) . . . . .  h(cr+t) . . . .  . Hence the 
index U is found. This is equivalent to (13), and the lemma is proved. D 
As an illustration of Lemma 3 it is sufficient o consider Fig. 4. For example, the 
right-hand side shows the following: if s equals e3 = sl/2 2, where ej is the e taken from 
the left-hand side, then k '= 3 and we have h(eo)= h(e3)--h(e4) . . . . .  h(sk) . . . .  , 
yielding (s0)= 1. 
Proof of the Main Theorem. Since the numbers h(sk),h(ek,+l) . . . . .  h(ek,+l) .... are 
equal to each other and maximal (cf. Lemma 5), by Lemma 3 the numbers p(Mk,), 
p(Mk,+l) . . . .  , p(Mk,+l) . . . .  are equal to each other and minimal. So for s0 =ek, the 
number p(M)  cannot be smaller than p(Mk,). Hence 
p(M)=p(Mk, )=m + 1 - 9 - h(so), 
i.e., equality (1) holds and the Main Theorem is proved. 
3. Concluding remarks 
The problem to find the number p(M)  is NP-complete, cf. [11]. However, for the 
case that the sides of the polygonal region M have only two directions, the complexity 
of the corresponding algorithm (to dissect M into a minimal number of convex parts) 
is polynomial, see [18]. The consequence for our modified problem in this case (when 
the sides of M and the rays LI . . . . .  L, share only two directions, see Fig. 2) is a 
polynomial time complexity, too. 
The corresponding algorithm can be described (without details) by the following 
three steps: 
1. Finding the number h(so). 
2. Cutting the polygonal region along the trees of the maximal )f~,. 
3. Destroying the points of local nonconvexity of the set Y\Y .  by extending the 
segments of the system [zl, Y'I'] . . . . .  [Zm2, Y~2] in arbitrary order until the boundary 
of the respective region is reached. 
In such a manner (and in accordance with the Main Theorem), the number p(M)  
is obtained in polynomial time, and in Fig. 2 a corresponding partition is illustrated: 
p(M)=m+ 1 -9 -h=8+ 1 - 1 - 1=7. 
Finally we remark that the presented method of 's-labels' yields interesting possibil- 
ities of generalizations or applications. For example, using the generalized convexity 
notions of d-convexity or H-convexity (cf. [2], Chaps. II and III) one can dissect M 
with our machinery into a minimal number of correspondingly convex parts such that 
their sides have directions contained in the direction set of the sides of M. 
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